Read and follow all directives in this manual during each operation of
the unit to ensure safety for the operator and users. Failure to adhere to the
proper procedures can result in unit malfunction and damage to occupants,
operators, or the unit itself.
If you have additional questions that cannot be answered after reading
through this manual, please don’t hesitate to call or email us.
(630-906-8002, info@cohsi.com)
Properly maintaining and operating your trailer will ensure peak
performance of the unit for years to come.
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IMPORTANT SERVICE NUMBERS

• C OHSI • 6 3 0 - 9 0 6 - 8 0 0 2
• D ome sti c (A /C u n it s ) • 8 0 0 - 5 4 4 - 4 8 8 1
• Air xc el /C ol eman Mach (A /C Un it s ) • 3 1 6 - 8 3 2 - 3 4 00
• Ta k a g i (Prop ane w ater he ater ) • 8 7 7 - 7 3 7 - 2 8 4 0
• D ex ter A x l e • 5 7 4 - 2 9 5 - 7 8 8 8
• S anif l o (Grind er toi l e t ) • 7 3 2 - 2 2 5 - 6 0 7 0
Additional manuals and warranty information are
available on our website: www.cohsi.com
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FRESH WATER AND PUMP OPERATION
(TYPICAL UTILITY ROOM LAYOUT)

1: The 1st valve in the sequence is located inside the utility room door and is to be
opened when filling the water tank or running on fresh water (hose hookup). Valve
must be closed when running the pump.
2: The 2nd valve is only opened when filling the tank. It is left closed all other
times.
3: The 3rd valve is typically located behind pump and must be open to use the
pump. Valve must be closed only when filling tank or operating on a fresh water
source (hose hookup)
4: The 4th valve is on the front side of the pump; this valve must be open when
pump is being used but closed when filling tank, winterizing, and running on fresh
water.
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FRESH WATER AND PUMP OPERATION
(TYPICAL UTILITY ROOM LAYOUT)

The fresh water hookup is located on the exterior of the trailer, and is used to fill
the tank or when operating on a direct water source. This fitting accommodates
a standard ¾” garden hose. Flush the hose before connecting to remove any
contaminants.
1: If equipped with a fresh water tank, emptying the tank can be accomplished by
opening this valve.
2: Your trailer may be equipped with a pressure tank. Each tank is factory set
to the recommended pressure for optimum performance. A sticker on the tank
identifies what that setting is.
3: The fresh water tank (if equipped) is located inside the utility room. The tank
is filled with a hose hookup on the exterior of the trailer. There is an overflow drain
installed on the top of the tank. Marker lines on the tank indicate the volume of
water in gallons held inside.
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WASTE TANK
If equipped, the waste tank(s) is located under the floor in the belly of the trailer.
Depending on size, your trailer may have one or more tanks interconnected to
maximize storage capacity. Each tank has it’s own dump valve marked by a sticker
on the side of the trailer. If you are unsure of the size of your tank, please contact
the manufacturer.
1: The waste water dump valve is typically located underneath trailer close to the
edge of the frame (in some cases, it may be on the side).
There is one valve per waste tank. Every dump valve must be pumped when
emptying the trailer. Remove the cap and open the valve to release waste from the
tank. A standard valve that all pumping companies are familiar with is used.
Your trailer may have been ordered with a waste tank heating element. If
equipped, this system can be turned on by plugging the heat tape into the outlet
located in the utility room. This system will warm the tank to prevent the liquid
inside from freezing.
2: This is the waste tank sight glass. Located on the side or front of the trailer,
underneath a cover. When waste water reaches the top of the sight, the waste tank is
80% full. Monitor your tank level closely to prevent over-filling.
**DO NOT TRAVEL WITH WASTE TANKS FULL.**
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ELECTRICAL
(TYPICAL ELECTRICAL ROOM SET-UP)

Each trailers electrical systems are designed unique to that trailer. Hook-ups
match what was ordered, or needed for that particular trailer. There are however
similar aspects to each design. Every set up either has or may have:
• A power supply hookup generally located on the exterior near the utility door
• A box of outlets used for the various plugs located in the utility room
• Fuses for a 12V system (if equipped)
• Switches for the exterior and/or interior lights
• A fuse box labeled for what each fuse controls
If using multiple 110V plugs, each must be connected to a separate dedicated
power source.
If you have questions on your electrical set up, please contact the manufacturer.
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WATER HEATER
(IF EQUIPPED)

If your trailer is equipped with a water heater, it will need to be plugged into an
electrical outlet for operation. Once plugged in, the desired temperature is set via
the dial on the unit. Do not turn the water heater on unless the unit is filled with
water. Operating the water heater without water will damage the unit and void the
warranty.
The water heater may have a valve bypass system installed. Valves on either side
of the unit control water flow into, and out of the heater. Both must both be open to
use the water heater, or closed when not in use. The upper middle valve is the water
heater bypass. Open this valve with the other two closed to bypass the water heater.
Keep this valve closed to use the water heater.
When winterizing the trailer, open the top bypass valve and close the two side
valves. This will allow antifreeze to flow past the heater effectively shutting off the
water supply to the heater. Once bypassed, unscrew the lines from the top of the
heater and remove it. After it is removed from the trailer, empty the water out of
the heater and store for the winter in a heated environment. If equipped with an on
demand water heater, drain the hot and cold sides of the unit by either unscrewing
the fittings below the unit or unscrewing the drain and filter on the bottom of the
unit.
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1: Water Heater bypass valve
2: Hot water line valve
3: Cold Water Line Valve
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WATER HEATER
(IF EQUIPPED PT. 2

If the trailer is equipped with a gas/propane water heater, the following
applies:
The water heater must be connected to the fuel source and plugged into an operating
electrical outlet to be used. Use the interface on the front of the unit or the detached
thermostat depending on the model, to set the temperature. Do not operate heater without
water in the system, operating the water heater without water will damage the unit and void
the warranty.
IMPORTANT:
Be sure to check the ducting on the top of the heater unit, and remove any debris or
obstructions from the exterior vent port. The ducting should be tight and not allow any
flow of exhaust gases back into the trailer. The ducting should be rechecked before each
operation. There will be a carbon monoxide detector near the heater unit, the detector
must be checked periodically for function and battery life.
To winterize the heater unit, pump antifreeze into water lines, opening any valves
necessary to allow antifreeze to flow into the unit. Once the water system is filled with
antifreeze, open the check valve on the heater unit to empty content. Be sure to completely
flush the heater of antifreeze before operating again.
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1: Propane fittings
2: Condensate/Pressure Relief Drain
3: Cold Water In
4: Hot Water out
5: Pressure Relief Valve
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KNOW THE TYPE GAS REQUIRED FOR ALL APPLIANCES IN YOUR TRAILER
BEFORE OPERATING (PROPANE(LP) OR NATURAL GAS(NG))
Notice: Before turning on gas (NG or LP), make certain all gas connections have been
made tight, all appliance valves are turned off, and any unconnected outlets are capped
After turning on gas, test gas piping and connections to appliances for leakage with a soapy
water or bubble solution and light all pilots if equipped.
Before Turning on LP gas be certain appliances are designed for LP gas and are equipped
with the correct orifices. Securely cap this inlet when not in use.
Regulator must be rated for at least 500,000BTU.
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WASHER AND DRYER
If the trailer is equipped with washer and dryer units, the following applies:
All fittings on washers and dryers must be checked prior to each operation. These
fittings are located on the rear of the units.
The washer and dryer units will be secured using bracing on the top and rear of
the units. This bracing should be inspected before each travel or use of the units. The
bracing will keep units tight and secure with no movement. If necessary, replace the
bracing.
Most washer units will come with travel bolts in place to lock the drum to prevent
damage during the initial delivery travel. These bolts must be removed prior to the
first use of the unit. They do not need to be replaced.
IMPORTANT: Be sure to inspect the dryer venting before each operation of
the unit. The dryer venting should not allow any exhaust fumes to escape into the
trailer and should be checked for obstructions prior to use. The venting should also
be periodically vacuumed out to remove lint and other obstructions as part of a
maintenance schedule. There will be a carbon monoxide detector inside the laundry
room with the units, the detector must be checked periodically for function and
battery life.
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ADDITIONAL TRAILER COMPONENTS
With most trailers, the A/C unit will be mounted on the roof of the trailer. The
controls for the unit will be on an interior ceiling panel, located underneath where
the unit is mounted or with thermostat. Dials on the unit control the fan speed and
temperature, and are adjustable to your desired setting. Power to the unit is turned
on/off via the breaker in the fuse box of the trailer. Additional operating directions
can be found in the AC owners manual provided with your unit.
A battery may be installed to run various 12V components of the trailer. The
charge of the battery is maintained by either a transformer, or a separate charger. If
the battery is not holding a charge, the connections to the charging device should
first be checked.
For trailers with powered vents installed, operate the vents by turning the dial to
the desired speed setting (manufacturer recommends leaving it set to #1). The roof
vent must for open for the fan motor to run .
For trailers with propane accessories installed, frequently check propane levels in
the tanks and fill when necessary. For operating propane fueled accessories, refer to
the provided manufacturers manual.
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WINTERIZING
When a trailer is to be subjected to freezing temperatures, it must be winterized
or properly heated to prevent damage. Below is the recommended procedure for
winterizing the trailer:
1. Drain remaining water from waste and fresh water tanks
2. Disconnect any fresh water hoses currently hooked up to the trailer. Open the
valve inside the utility room just behind the fresh water inlet, close tank fill valve,
and open both pump valves.
i. Run pump until water stops coming out of the unit through the hose hookup.
ii. Once water stops, close both valves next to the pump, unhook the water lines
going into the pump, and run the pump dry
3. Hook up an antifreeze pump to water hookup on trailer and pump antifreeze
into water lines.
4. Go through each room and run each fixture until antifreeze is seen.
5. Pour extra antifreeze into p-traps and shower drains
6.Wipe excess antifreeze from fixtures to avoid staining and residue
7.Vacuum out antifreeze from residential toilets or Saniflo® pumps if applicable.
i. To winterize residential/Saniflo® toilets, open valve and allow holding tank to
fill with antifreeze
ii. Once the tank is full, shut the valve, then flush the toilet
a) For Saniflo® toilets, make sure the breaker for the Saniflo® grinder is
engaged, and allow it to run before shutting off
iii. Vacuum excess antifreeze left in toilet bowl and holding tank
a) For Saniflo®, open the drain by twisting the drain cap and pulling
b) Using a screw driver or other long narrow device, push into the drain to let
the antifreeze flow out of the Saniflo®.
c) Replace the drain cap and twist closed.
8. After all fixtures have been winterized, open the tank fill valve, and run
antifreeze into the fresh tank until it passes the tank drain, and flows out
i. Open the fresh tank dump valve and leave open
9. If the trailer is equipped with a water heater, refer to the water heater page
provided for details on winterizing
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TRANSPORTING YOUR TRAILER
To prevent damage to your trailer, and to ensure your safety
and that of others on the road, we recommend the following
steps be taken prior to transporting your trailer.
1. Empty the water and waste tanks. Do not tow with a full
waste tank.
2. Close all toilet lids and vents. Secure all partition and
cabinet doors by applying a low-tact “painters” tape to ensure
locks stay engaged, doors stay shut, and drawers don’t slide
open.
3. Disconnect all electrical and water hook-ups.
4. Secure any loose items on the floor in a fashion that will
prevent them from sliding and damaging the trailer interior.
5. Lock the entry doors and close. Place handrails in
transport position and tighten the nut. If necessary use
protection on the handrails to avoid damaging the door
frame.
6. Secure the steps by flipping bottom stairs up onto
themselves. With slide-out steps, push the stairs in and engage
pin latches.
7. If a Handicap Accessible Ramp is installed, raise the
ramp and secure using the latches mounted to the trailer.
8. Check and tighten tire lugs to proper torque. Frequently
check the pressure in tires is at the manufacturers
recommended level. Check for wear and damage to tires,
replace as necessary.
9. Raise leveling jacks around trailer.
10. Hook the trailer to the transport vehicle. A 2 -5/16” ball
with properly sized hitch assembly is required. Make sure the
top of the ball is at the proper height to tow the trailer level.
Load leveling hitches are recommended for safely dispersing
the load to the front tires of the tow vehicle on heavier trailers.
See tow vehicle manual and www.safercar.gov for guides.
11. Attach safety chains and plug in a 7 way wire trailer
cable to the receptacle on the vehicle.
Check that the tow vehicle fuses are intact, and ensure that
all trailer lighting is functioning properly. Attach emergency
break-away cable to the vehicle, leaving enough slack to avoid
accidental break engagement. Test trailer brakes using tow
vehicles brake controller before going on the road.
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TRAILER SET-UP TIPS
Make sure the trailer is on level ground. An unleveled trailer can cause falls and
reduced capacity of the waste tank(s). Lower all leveling jacks (half turn after
initial contact with the ground). Plywood or another other material may be needed
underneath the feet of the jacks if ground is soft.
Power up trailer with the required number of power cords heavy enough for the
amps it will carry and the distance it runs. See an electrician to be sure the proper
cords are used. Usually a 10 gauge cord is heavy enough for 20amps for 100 feet.
**This is critical that the power supply is dedicated for each cord from the fuse
panel as any other load on that breaker will cause the breaker to trip.
Long runs may require heavier cables and a larger breaker. Consult an electrician
for proper sizing. Improper cords will cause the cord to get hot, may cause a fire and
may cause the circuit to trip.
Before connecting a garden hose to the trailer, be sure it is flushed out to remove
any contaminates. For shower trailers, turn on the gas supply before turning on the
power, check for gas leaks each time. Over time or after changing a tank the gas
lines may have air in them at which point you will need to flush the line with gas by
opening the purge port at the bottom of the heater if equipped or loosen the nut for
20 seconds below the heater.
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TRAILER MAINTENANCE TIPS
TRAILER FRAME

Road use and natural elements will wear away at the protective paint on your frame.
Keeping the frame painted and rust free will not only keep your trailer looking nice,
but will prevent rust from damaging the steel. A high gloss black Rust-o-leum paint
is the best product to use for touch ups.

EXTERIOR ALUMINUM SKIN

Keep the exterior clean by frequent washings. Exterior aluminum cleaning products
can be purchased at an RV store. Seasonal waxing will keep a high gloss finish on
the skin, and will prevent dirt from sticking.

ROOF

Frequently inspect the roof. If a hole is found, it can be sealed using an exterior
grade silicon caulk

DOORS

Keep door hinges lubricated. Frequently inspect door locks and lock catches for
proper operation.

INTERIOR CLEANING

Keeping a clean interior not only extends the life of your trailer, but shows users
you care about their comfort while using your trailer. Never use pressure a washer
inside a trailer. Clean inside of trailer like you would clean your house. If you have
a wash down interior, (rubber floor and/or caulked aluminum trim with linoleum)
you can use a commercial heavy mop and bucket.

FIXTURE CLEANING

NEVER DUMP WATER INTO THE URINALS. This will flush the chemical out of the
canister, which will in turn cause a urine smell to arise in the Men’s room. Simply
wipe out the urinals with a mild cleaning detergent and follow cleaning instructions
included with Falcon Water Free Urinals.
• Clean toilet flush ball seals.
• Clean A/C intake screens.
• Clean water inlet, garden hose intake fitting screen.
• Clean faucet aerators.
• Clean the faucet screen located in the supply hose where it attaches to the water valve.
• Put the hose back on hand tight plus just a quarter turn to avoid damaging the filter and seal.
• Replace the Urinal Cartridge and oil every 6 months to a year depending on use.

PLUMBING AND ELECTRICAL

Frequently inspect water and drain lines in the utility room. Look for any leaks or
corrosion on the fittings. Check under sinks and toilets inside the trailer. Make sure
supply lines and sink drains are tight.
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TRAILER MAINTENANCE
ALUMINUM TRIM

Your trailer has aluminum components on the exterior. Doors, trim, and rims should all be
frequently polished to not only keep the trailer looking sharp, but also to prevent corrosion.

WASTE TANK

Frequently flushing out the waste tank is a good practice to keep your tank
smelling fresh. Filling the tank about ¼ full and driving around the block will break
up any solids stuck in the tank. RV tank chemicals may be added in accordance with
the manufacturers application directions.

PUMPING THE TRAILER

The easiest way to pump the trailer is by inserting a standard 2” PVC portable toilet
wand down the toilet flushing hole. You will have to pump thru a toilet from each
tank to evacuate all tanks, usually the front most and rear most toilets will do. For a
trailer larger than 28’ you may have 3 tanks so a center toilet will need to be pumped
as well. Start from the top of the tank and work your way to the bottom to collect
the solids first to insure everything flows towards you. Multiple tanks are connected
together towards the top of the tank. If using the onboard sewage pump, hook the
1.5” line coming out of the trailer in front of the passenger side tire to a sewer system.
Run the sewer pumps as necessary to empty the waste tanks, there is a switch for each
pump which services on tank each. If trailer is equipped with a fresh water tank, start
draining the tank ASAP. Tanks shouldn’t be hauled with fluid in them

TRAILER BRAKES

Your trailer brakes should be inspected and / or serviced every few thousand
miles. The heavier the trailer and the more you transport it, the quicker the brakes
will wear our. The trailer braking system is a very important element of your safety
while on the road.

TIRES AND WHEELS

Over time, the lug nuts on your trailer can become loose. Every few hundred
miles and before any long road trips, be sure to tighten the lug nuts to 90 foot
pounds using a torque wrench. The same frequency is recommended for checking
tire pressure. Do Not adjust tire pressure for the load of the trailer. Grease axle joints
and bearings every 5,000 miles.

INSTALLING INTERIOR ACCESSORIES

Interior accessories such as toilet paper holders, soap dispensers and pictures may
be installed in your unit. Remember, once you put a hole in the wall, there is no
going back. Follow the “measure twice, drill once” rule. All trailer walls are made
of ½” plywood. For mounting accessories, use no screw LARGER THAN ¾”. Our
recommendation is to use the screws provided with your trailer –¾” drywall screws.
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TIRE SAFETY INFORMATION
TIRE SAFETY INFORMATION
This portion of the User’s Manual contains tire safety information as required by 49 CFR 575.6.
Section 2.1 contains “Steps for Determining Correct Load Limit - Trailer”.
Section 2.2 contains “Steps for Determining Correct Load Limit – Tow Vehicle”.
Section 2.3 contains a Glossary of Tire Terminology, including “cold inflation pressure”, “maximum inflation pressure”, “recommended inflation pressure”, and other non-technical terms.
Section 2.4 contains information from the NHTSA brochure entitled “Tire Safety – Everything Rides On It”. This brochure, as well as the preceding subsections, describes the following items:
Tire labeling, including a description and explanation of each marking on the tires, and information about the DOT Tire Ident ification Number (TIN).
Recommended tire inflation pressure, including a description and explanation of:
A.
Cold inflation pressure.
B.
Vehicle Placard and location on the vehicle.
C.
Adverse safety consequences of under inflation (including tire failure).
D.
Measuring and adjusting air pressure for proper inflation.
Tire Care, including maintenance and safety practices.
Vehicle load limits, including a description and explanation of the following items:
A.
Locating and understanding the load limit information, total load capacity, and cargo capacity.
B.
Calculating total and cargo capacities with varying seating configurations including quantitative examples showing / illustrating how the vehicles cargo and luggage capa city decreases
as combined number and size of occupants’ increases. This item is also discussed in Section 3.
C.
Determining compatibility of tire and vehicle load capabilities.
D.
Adverse safety consequences of overloading on handling and stopping on tires.
1.1. STEPS FOR DETERMINING CORRECT LOAD LIMIT – TRAILER
Determining the load limits of a trailer includes more than understanding the load limits of the tires alone. On all trailers there is a Federal certification/VIN label that is located on the forward half of the left
(road) side of the unit. This certification/VIN label will indicate the trailer’s Gross Vehicle Weight Rating (GVWR). This is the most weight the fully loaded trailer can weigh. It will also provide the Gross Axle
Weight Rating (GAWR). This is the most a particular axle can weigh. If there are multiple axles, the GAWR of each axle will b e provided.
If your trailer has a GVWR of 10,000 pounds or less, there is a vehicle placard located in the same location as the certification label described above. This placard provides tire and loading information. In
addition, this placard will show a statement regarding maximum cargo capacity. Cargo can be added to the trailer, up to the maximum weight specified on the placard. The combined weight of the cargo is
provided as a single number. In any case, remember: the total weight of a fully loaded trailer can not exceed the stat ed GVWR.
For trailers with living quarters installed, the weight of water and propane also need to be considered. The weight of fully filled propane containers is considered part of the weight of the trailer before it is
loaded with cargo, and is not considered part of the disposable cargo load. Water however, is a disposable cargo weight and is treated as such. If there is a fresh water storage tank of 100 gallons, this
tank when filled would weigh about 800 pounds. If more cargo is being transported, water can be off-loaded to keep the total amount of cargo added to the vehicle within the limits of the GVWR so as not
to overload the vehicle. Understanding this flexibility will allow you, the owner, to make choices that fit your travel needs .
When loading your cargo, be sure it is distributed evenly to prevent overloading front to back and side to side. Heavy items shoul d be placed low and as close to the axle positions as reasonable. Too
many items on one side may overload a tire. The best way to know the actual weight of the vehicle is to weigh it at a public scale. Talk to your dealer to discuss the weighing methods ne eded to capture
the various weights related to the trailer. This would include the weight empty or unloaded, weights per axle, whee l, hitch or king-pin, and total weight.
Excessive loads and/or under inflation cause tire overloading and, as a result, abnormal tire flexing occurs. This situation can generate an excessive amount of heat within the tire. Excessive heat may
lead to tire failure. It is the air pressure that enables a tire to support the load, so proper inflation is critical. The proper air pres sure may be found on the certification/VIN label and/or on the Tire Placard.
This value should never exceed the maximum cold inflation pressure stamped on the tire.

1.1.1.

TRAILERS 10,000 POUNDS GVWR OR LESS

TIRE AND LOADING
INFORMATION
The Weight of cargo should never exceed 680 kg or 1,500 lbs
Tire
Tire
Cold Pressure See Owner’s
Front ST225/75R15(D) 65psi, 448kpa

Manual for

Rear

additional

Spare

information

None

Tire and Loading Information Placard – Figure 1-1
1. Locate the statement, “The weight of cargo should never exceed XXX kg or XXX lbs.,” on your vehicle’s placard. See figure 1-1.
2. This figure equals the available amount of cargo and luggage load capacity.
3. Determine the combined weight of luggage and cargo being loaded on the vehicle. That weight may not safely exceed the avai lable cargo and luggage load capacity.
The trailer’s placard refers to the Tire Information Placard attached adjacent to or near the trailer’s VIN (Certification) l abel at the left front of the trailer.
1.1.2. TRAILERS OVER 10,000 POUNDS GVWR (NOTE: THESE TRAILERS ARE NOT REQUIRED TO HAVE A TIRE INFORMATION PLACARD ON THE VEHICLE)

1.
2.
3.

Determine the empty weight of your trailer by weighing the trailer using a public scale or other means. This step does not ha ve to be repeated.
Locate the GVWR (Gross Vehicle Weight Rating) of the trailer on your trailer’s VIN (Certification) label.
Subtract the empty weight of your trailer from the GVWR stated on the VIN label. That weight is the maximum available cargo c apacity of the trailer and may not be safely exceeded.

1.2. STEPS FOR DETERMINING CORRECT LOAD LIMIT – TOW VEHICLE
1. Locate the statement, “The combined weight of occupants and cargo should never exceed XXX lbs.,” on your vehicle’s placard .
2. Determine the combined weight of the driver and passengers who will be riding in your vehicle.
3. Subtract the combined weight of the driver and passengers from XXX kilograms or XXX pounds.
4. The resulting figure equals the available amount of cargo and luggage capacity. For example, if the “XXX” amount equals 14 00 lbs. and there will be five 150 lb. passengers in your vehicle, the amount
of available cargo and luggage capacity is 650 lbs. (1400-750 (5 x 150) = 650 lbs.).
5. Determine the combined weight of luggage and cargo being loaded on the vehicle. That weight may not safely exceed the available cargo and luggage capacity calculated in Step # 4.
6. If your vehicle will be towing a trailer, load from your trailer will be transferred to your vehicle. Consult the tow vehi cle’s manual to determine how this weight transfer reduces the available cargo /people
capacity of your vehicle.
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1.3. GLOSSARY OF TIRE TERMINOLOGY:
Accessory weight The combined weight (in excess of those standard items which may be replaced) of automatic transmission, power steering, power br akes, power windows, power seats, radio and
heater, to the extent that these items are available as factory-installed equipment (whether installed or not).
Bead The part of the tire that is made of steel wires, wrapped or reinforced by ply cords and that is shaped to fit the rim.
Bead separation This is the breakdown of the bond between components in the bead.
Bias ply tire A pneumatic tire in which the ply cords that extend to the beads are laid at alternate angles substantially less than 90 degrees to the centerline of the tread.
Carcass The tire structure, except tread and sidewall rubber which, when inflated, bears the load.
Chunking The breaking away of pieces of the tread or sidewall.
Cold inflation pressure The pressure in the tire before you drive.
Cord The strands forming the plies in the tire.
Cord separation The parting of cords from adjacent rubber compounds.
Cracking Any parting within the tread, sidewall, or inner liner of the tire extending to cord material.
CT A pneumatic tire with an inverted flange tire and rim system in which the rim is designed with rim flanges pointed radially i nward and the tire is designed to fit on the underside of the rim in a manner
that encloses the rim flanges inside the air cavity of the tire.
Curb weight The weight of a motor vehicle with standard equipment including the maximum capacity of fuel, oil, and coolant, and, if so equipped, air conditioning and additional weight optional engine.
Extra load tire A tire designed to operate at higher loads and at higher inflation pressures than the corresponding standard tire.
Groove The space between two adjacent tread ribs.
Gross Axle Weight Rating The maximum weight that any axle can support, as published on the Certification / VIN label on the front left side of the trailer. Actual weight determined by weighing each axle
on a public scale, with the trailer attached to the towing vehicle.
Gross Vehicle Weight Rating The maximum weight of the fully loaded trailer, as published on the Certification / VIN label. Actual weight determined by we ighing trailer on a public scale, without being
attached to the towing vehicle.
Hitch Weight The downward force exerted on the hitch ball by the trailer coupler.
Innerliner The layer(s) forming the inside surface of a tubeless tire that contains the inflating medium within the tire.
Innerliner separation The parting of the innerliner from cord material in the carcass.
Intended outboard sidewall The sidewall that contains a white-wall, bears white lettering or bears manufacturer, brand, and/or model name molding that is higher or deeper than the same mo lding on the
other sidewall of the tire or the outward facing sidewall of an asymmetrical tire that has a particular side that must always face outward when mounted on a vehi cle.
Light truck (LT) tire A tire designated by its manufacturer as primarily intended for use on lightweight trucks or multipurpo se passenger vehicles.
Load rating The maximum load that a tire is rated to carry for a given inflation pressure.
Maximum load rating The load rating for a tire at the maximum permissible inflation pressure for that tire.
Maximum permissible inflation pressure The maximum cold inflation pressure to which a tire may be inflated.
Maximum loaded vehicle weight The sum of curb weight, accessory weight, vehicle capacity weight, and production options weight.
Measuring rim The rim on which a tire is fitted for physical dimension requirements.
Pin Weight The downward force applied to the 5th wheel or gooseneck ball, by the trailer kingpin or gooseneck coupler.
Non-pneumatic rim A mechanical device which, when a non-pneumatic tire assembly incorporates a wheel, supports the tire, and attaches, either integrally or separably, to the wheel center member and
upon which the tire is attached.
Non-pneumatic spare tire assembly A non-pneumatic tire assembly intended for temporary use in place of one of the pneumatic tires and rims that are fitted to a passenger car in compliance with the
requirements of this standard.
Non-pneumatic tire A mechanical device which transmits, either directly or through a wheel or wheel center member, the vertical load and tractiv e forces from the roadway to the vehicle, generates the
tractive forces that provide the directional control of the vehicle and does not rely on the containment of any gas or fluid for providing those functions.
Non-pneumatic tire assembly A non-pneumatic tire, alone or in combination with a wheel or wheel center member, which can be mounted on a vehicle.
Normal occupant weight This means 68 kilograms (150 lbs.) times the number of occupants specified in the second column of Table I of 49 CFR 571.110.
Occupant distribution The distribution of occupants in a vehicle as specified in the third column of Table I of 49 CFR 571.110.
Open splice Any parting at any junction of tread, sidewall, or innerliner that extends to cord material.
Outer diameter The overall diameter of an inflated new tire.
Overall width The linear distance between the exteriors of the sidewalls of an inflated tire, including elevations due to labeling, decorations, or protective bands or ribs.
Ply A layer of rubber-coated parallel cords.
Ply separation A parting of rubber compound between adjacent plies.
Pneumatic tire A mechanical device made of rubber, chemicals, fabric and steel or other materials, that, when mounted on an automotive wheel , provides the traction and contains the gas or fluid that
sustains the load.
Production options weight The combined weight of those installed regular production options weighing over 2.3 kilograms (5 lbs.) in excess of those sta ndard items which they replace, not previously
considered in curb weight or accessory weight, including heavy duty brakes, ride levelers, roof rack, heavy duty battery, and special trim.
Radial ply tire A pneumatic tire in which the ply cords that extend to the beads are laid at substantially 90 degrees to the centerline of the tread.
Recommended inflation pressure This is the inflation pressure provided by the vehicle manufacturer on the Tire Information label and on the Certification / VIN tag.
Reinforced tire A tire designed to operate at higher loads and at higher inflation pressures than the corresponding standard tire.
Rim A metal support for a tire or a tire and tube assembly upon which the tire beads are seated.
Rim diameter This means the nominal diameter of the bead seat.
Rim size designation This means the rim diameter and width.
Rim type designation This means the industry of manufacturer’s designation for a rim by style or code.
Rim width This means the nominal distance between rim flanges.
Section width The linear distance between the exteriors of the sidewalls of an inflated tire, excluding elevations due to labeling, decoration, or protective bands.
Sidewall That portion of a tire between the tread and bead.
Sidewall separation The parting of the rubber compound from the cord material in the sidewall.
Special Trailer (ST) tire The "ST" is an indication the tire is for trailer use only.
Test rim The rim on which a tire is fitted for testing, and may be any rim listed as appropriate for use with that tire.
Tread That portion of a tire that comes into contact with the road.
Tread rib A tread section running circumferentially around a tire.
Tread separation Pulling away of the tread from the tire carcass.
Treadwear indicators (TWI) The projections within the principal grooves designed to give a visual indication of the degrees of wear of the tread.
Vehicle capacity weight The rated cargo and luggage load plus 68 kilograms (150 lbs.) times the vehicle’s designated seating capacity.
Vehicle maximum load on the tire The load on an individual tire that is determined by distributing to each axle its share of the maximum loaded vehicle weight and dividing by two.
Vehicle normal load on the tire The load on an individual tire that is determined by distributing to each axle its share of the curb weight, accessory weight, and normal occupant weight (distributed in
accordance with Table I of CRF 49 571.110) and dividing by 2.
Weather side The surface area of the rim not covered by the inflated tire.
Wheel center member In the case of a non-pneumatic tire assembly incorporating a wheel, a mechanical device which attaches, either integrally or separably, to the non -pneumatic rim and provides the
connection between the non-pneumatic rim and the vehicle; or, in the case of a non-pneumatic tire assembly not incorporating a wheel, a mechanical device which attaches, either integrally or separably,
to the non-pneumatic tire and provides the connection between tire and the vehicle.
Wheel-holding fixture The fixture used to hold the wheel and tire assembly securely during testing.
1.4. TIRE SAFETY - EVERYTHING RIDES ON IT
The National Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has published a brochure (DOT HS 809 361) that discusses all aspects of Tire Safety, as required by CFR 575.6. This brochure is reproduced in part
below. It can be obtained and downloaded from NHTSA, free of charge, from the following web site:
http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/cars/rules/TireSafety/ridesonit/tires_index.html
Studies of tire safety show that maintaining proper tire pressure, observing tire and vehicle load limits (not carrying more weight in your vehicle than your tires or vehicle can safely handle), avoiding road
hazards, and inspecting tires for cuts, slashes, and other irregularities are the most important things you can do to avoid t ire failure, such as tread separation or blowout and flat tires. These actions, along
with other care and maintenance activities, can also:
Improve vehicle handling
Help protect you and others from avoidable breakdowns and accidents
Improve fuel economy
Increase the life of your tires.
This booklet presents a comprehensive overview of tire safety, including information on the following topics:
Basic tire maintenance
Uniform Tire Quality Grading System
Fundamental characteristics of tires
Tire safety tips.
Use this information to make tire safety a regular part of your vehicle maintenance routine. Recognize that the time you spend is minimal compared with the inconvenience and safety consequences of a
flat tire or other tire failure.
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TIRE SAFETY INFORMATION
1.5. SAFETY FIRST–BASIC TIRE MAINTENANCE
Properly maintained tires improve the steering, stopping, traction, and load-carrying capability of your vehicle. Underinflated tires and overloaded vehicles are a major cause of tire failure. Therefore , as
mentioned above, to avoid flat tires and other types of tire failure, you should maintain proper tire pressure, observe ti re and vehicle load limits, avoid road hazards, and regularly inspect your tires.
1.5.1. FINDING YOUR VEHICLE'S RECOMMENDED TIRE PRESSURE AND LOAD LIMITS
Tire information placards and vehicle certification labels contain information on tires and load limits. These labels indicate the vehicle manufacturer's information including:
Recommended tire size
Recommended tire inflation pressure
Vehicle capacity weight (VCW–the maximum occupant and cargo weight a vehicle is designed to carry)
Front and rear gross axle weight ratings (GAWR– the maximum weight the axle systems are designed to carry).
Both placards and certification labels are permanently attached to the trailer near the left front.
1.5.2. UNDERSTANDING TIRE PRESSURE AND LOAD LIMITS
Tire inflation pressure is the level of air in the tire that provides it with load-carrying capacity and affects the overall performance of the vehicle. The tire inflation pressure is a number that indicates the
amount of air pressure– measured in pounds per square inch (psi)–a tire requires to be properly inflated. (You will also find this number on the vehicle information placard expressed in kilo pascals (kpa),
which is the metric measure used internationally).
Manufacturers of passenger vehicles and light trucks determine this number based on the vehicle's design load limit, that is, the greatest amount of weight a vehicle can safely carry and the vehicle's tire
size. The proper tire pressure for your vehicle is referred to as the "recommended cold inflation pressure." (As you will read below, it is difficult to obtain the recommended tire pressure if your tires are not
cold.)
Because tires are designed to be used on more than one type of vehicle, tire manufacturers list the "maximum permissible inflation pressure" on the tire sidewall. This n umber is the greatest amount of air
pressure that should ever be put in the tire under normal driving conditions.
1.5.3. CHECKING TIRE PRESSURE
It is important to check your vehicle's tire pressure at least once a month for the following reasons:
Most tires may naturally lose air over time.
Tires can lose air suddenly if you drive over a pothole or other object or if you strike the curb when parking.
With radial tires, it is usually not possible to determine under inflation by visual inspection.
For convenience, purchase a tire pressure gauge to keep in your vehicle. Gauges can be purchased at tire dealerships, auto su pply stores, and other retail outlets.
The recommended tire inflation pressure that vehicle manufacturers provide reflects the proper psi when a tire is cold. The t erm cold does not relate to the outside temperature. Rather, a cold tire is one
that has not been driven on for at least three hours. When you drive, your tires get warmer, causing the air pressure within them to increase. Th erefore, to get an accurate tire pressure reading, you must
measure tire pressure when the tires are cold or compensate for the extra pressure in warm tires.
1.5.4. STEPS FOR MAINTAINING PROPER TIRE PRESSURE
Step 1: Locate the recommended tire pressure on the vehicle's tire information placard, certification label, or in the owner' s manual.
Step 2: Record the tire pressure of all tires.
Step 3: If the tire pressure is too high in any of the tires, slowly release air by gently pressing on the tire valve stem wi th the edge of your tire gauge until you get to the correct pressure.
Step 4: If the tire pressure is too low, note the difference between the measured tire pressure and the correct tire pressure. The se "missing" pounds of pressure are what you will need to add.
Step 5: At a service station, add the missing pounds of air pressure to each tire that is underinflated.
Step 6: Check all the tires to make sure they have the same air pressure (except in cases in which the front and rear tires a re supposed to have different amounts of pressure).
If you have been driving your vehicle and think that a tire is underinflated, fill it to the recommended cold inflation pressure indicated on your vehicle's tire i nformation placard or certification label. While
your tire may still be slightly underinflated due to the extra pounds of pressure in the warm tire, it is safer to drive with air pressure that is slightly lower than the vehicle manufacturer's recommended c old
inflation pressure than to drive with a significantly underinflated tire. Since this is a temporary fix, don't forget to rech eck and adjust the tire's pressure when you can obtain a cold reading.
1.5.5. TIRE SIZE
To maintain tire safety, purchase new tires that are the same size as the vehicle's original tires or another size recommende d by the manufacturer. Look at the tire information placard, the owner's manual,
or the sidewall of the tire you are replacing to find this information. If you have any doubt about the correct size to choos e, consult with the tire dealer.
1.5.6. TIRE TREAD
The tire tread provides the gripping action and traction that prevent your vehicle from slipping or sliding, especially when the road is wet or icy. In general, tir es are not safe and should be replaced when
the tread is worn down to 1/16 of an inch. Tires have built-in treadwear indicators that let you know when it is time to replace your tires. These indicators are raised sections spaced intermittently in the
bottom of the tread grooves. When they appear "even" with the outside of the tread, it is time to replace your tires. Another method for checking tread depth is to place a penny in the tread with Lincoln's
head upside down and facing you. If you can see the top of Lincoln's head, you are ready for new tires.
1.5.7. TIRE BALANCE AND WHEEL ALIGNMENT
To avoid vibration or shaking of the vehicle when a tire rotates, the tire must be properly balanced. This balance is achieved by positioning weights on the wheel to counterbalance heavy spots on the
wheel-and-tire assembly. A wheel alignment adjusts the angles of the wheels so that they are positioned correctly relative to the vehicle's frame. This adjustment maximizes the life of your tires. These
adjustments require special equipment and should be performed by a qualified technician.
1.5.8. TIRE REPAIR
The proper repair of a punctured tire requires a plug for the hole and a patch for the area inside the tire that surrounds the puncture hole. Punctures through the tread can be repaired if they are not too
large, but punctures to the sidewall should not be repaired. Tires must be removed from t he rim to be properly inspected before being plugged and patched.
1.5.9. TIRE FUNDAMENTALS
Federal law requires tire manufacturers to place standardized information on the sidewall of all tires. This information iden tifies and describes the fundamental characteristics of the tire and also provides a
tire identification number for safety standard certification and in case of a recall.
1.5.9.1. Information on Passenger Vehicle Tires
Please refer to the diagram below.
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P The "P" indicates the tire is for passenger vehicles.
Next number This three-digit number gives the width in millimeters of the tire from sidewall edge to sidewall edge. In general, the larger the number, the wider the tire.
Next number This two-digit number, known as the aspect ratio, gives the tire's ratio of height to width. Numbers of 70 or lower indicate a short s idewall for improved steering response and better overall
handling on dry pavement.
R The "R" stands for radial. Radial ply construction of tires has been the industry standard for the past 20 years.
Next number This two-digit number is the wheel or rim diameter in inches. If you change your wheel size, you will have to purchase new tires to match the new wheel diameter.
Next number This two- or three-digit number is the tire's load index. It is a measurement of how much weight each tire can support. You may find this information in your owner's manual. If not, contact a
local tire dealer. Note: You may not find this information on all tires because it is not required by law.
M+S The "M+S" or "M/S" indicates that the tire has some mud and snow capability. Most radial tires have these markings; hence, th ey have some mud and snow capability.
Speed Rating The speed rating denotes the speed at which a tire is designed to be driven for extended periods of time. The ratings range from 99 miles per hour (mph) to 186 mph. These ratings are
listed below. Note: You may not find this information on all tires because it is not required by law.
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Tire Safety Information
Letter Rating

Speed Rating

Q

99 mph

R

106 mph

S

112 mph

T

118 mph

U

124 mph

H

130 mph

V

149 mph

W

168* mph

Y

186* mph

* For tires with a maximum speed capability over 149 mph, tire manufacturers sometimes use the letters ZR. For those with a maximum speed capability over 186 mph, tire manufacturers always use the
letters ZR.
U.S. DOT Tire Identification Number This begins with the letters "DOT" and indicates that the tire meets all federal standards. The next two numbers or letters a re the plant code where it was
manufactured, and the last four numbers represent the week and year the tire was built. For example, the numbers 3197 means the 31st week of 1997. The other numbers are marketing codes used at
the manufacturer's discretion. This information is used to contact consumers if a tire defect requires a recall.
Tire Ply Composition and Materials Used The number of plies indicates the number of layers of rubber-coated fabric in the tire. In general, the greater the number of plies, the more weight a tire can
support. Tire manufacturers also must indicate the materials in the tire, which include steel, nylon, polyester, and others.
Maximum Load Rating This number indicates the maximum load in kilograms and pounds that can be carried by the tire.
Maximum Permissible Inflation Pressure This number is the greatest amount of air pressure that should ever be put in the tire under normal driving conditions.
1.5.9.2. UTQGS Information
Tread wear Number This number indicates the tire's wear rate. The higher the treadwear number is, the longer it should take for the tread to we ar down. For example, a tire graded 400 should last twice
as long as a tire graded 200. Traction Letter This letter indicates a tire's ability to stop on wet pavement. A higher graded tire should allow you to stop your car on wet roads in a shorter distance than a
tire with a lower grade. Traction is graded from highest to lowest as "AA","A", "B", and "C".
Temperature Letter This letter indicates a tire's resistance to heat. The temperature grade is for a tire that is inflated properly and not over loaded. Excessive speed, underinflation or excessive loading,
either separately or in combination, can cause heat build-up and possible tire failure. From highest to lowest, a tire's resistance to heat is graded as "A", "B", or "C".
1.5.9.3. Additional Information on Light Truck Tires
Please refer to the following diagram.

Tires for light trucks have other markings besides those found on the sidewalls of passenger tires.
LT The "LT" indicates the tire is for light trucks or trailers.
ST An "ST" is an indication the tire is for trailer use only.
Max. Load Dual kg (lbs) at kPa (psi) Cold This information indicates the maximum load and tire pressure when the tire is used as a dual, that is, when four tires are p ut on each rear axle (a total of six or
more tires on the vehicle).
Max. Load Single kg (lbs) at kPa (psi) Cold This information indicates the maximum load and tire pressure when the tire is used as a single.
Load Range This information identifies the tire's load-carrying capabilities and its inflation limits.
1.6. TIRE SAFETY TIPS
Preventing Tire Damage
Slow down if you have to go over a pothole or other object in the road.
Do not run over curbs or other foreign objects in the roadway, and try not to strike the curb when parking.
Tire Safety Checklist
Check tire pressure regularly (at least once a month), including the spare.
Inspect tires for uneven wear patterns on the tread, cracks, foreign objects, or other signs of wear or trauma.
Remove bits of glass and foreign objects wedged in the tread.
Make sure your tire valves have valve caps.
Check tire pressure before going on a long trip.
Do not overload your vehicle. Check the Tire Information and loading Placard or User’s Manual for the maximum recommended loa d for the vehicle.
If you believe that your vehicle has a defect that could cause a crash or could cause injury or death, you should immediately inform the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) in addition to notifying Comforts of Home Services Inc.
If NHTSA receives similar complaints, it may open an investigation, and if it finds that a safety defect exists in a group of vehicles, it may order a recall and remedy campaign. However,
NHTSA cannot become involved in
individual problems between you, your dealer, or Comforts of Home Services Inc.
To contact Comforts of Home Services Inc call at 847-856-8002 or 630-906-8002. Or website: www.cohsi.com
To contact NHTSA, you may either call the Vehicle Safety Hotline toll-free at 1-888-327-4236 (TTY: 1-800-4249153), go to http://www.safercar.gov; or write to:
Administrator
NHTSA
1200 New Jersey Avenue S.E.
Washington, DC 20590
You can also obtain other information about motor vehicle safety from http://www.safercar.gov.
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WARRANTIES.
COMFORT CARE WARRANTY

Comforts of Home Services Inc (warranter), of Aurora Illinois hereby provides
a 5 year limited warranty on our trailer frame and a 1 year limited warranty on the
trailer as a whole.
Sealant, electrical components, hydraulics, hoses, wall coverings, trim and paint
are warranted for 1 year.
The warranter guarantees the product against defects in materials and
workmanship. The warranty described in this agreement is in lieu of all other
warranties, expressed or implied. This warranty shall apply to the retail consumer
(original purchaser), as shown on the sales agreement.
Certain individual components are warranted by their respected manufacturers’
warranties and therefore are excluded from the limited warranty provided by the
warranter. These components include, but are not limited to; tires, wheels, axles,
couplers, jacks, light fixtures, windows, doors, heaters, air conditioners, toilets, sinks,
faucets, pumps, and awnings. Warranty claims must be filed with the respective
component manufacturers’ warranty department. Any installation fees, shipping
fees, or other costs associated with the repair of the items not covered by the
respected manufactures warranty are the responsibility of the trailer owner.
This limited warranty is void if the product:
1. Is not properly maintained.
2. Is neglected, abused or misused.
3. Is overloaded or made to perform beyond recommended specifications.
The limited warranty is also void if damage results from continued use after a
suspected defect is or should have been discovered. The warranter reserves the
right to make the final determination as to whether any of the above exclusions may
nullify a warranty claim.

THE WARRANTY SHALL NOT PAY NOR MAKE PROVISIONS FOR:

1. Service charges; towing charges; and transportation charges, which are the
responsibility of the purchaser.
2. Loss of time, inconvenience; loss of use; rental substitution equipment; loss of
revenue; or other commercial or personal loss.
3. Loss or damage to any and all contents.
4. Defacing; scratches; dents; chips; and tears, on any surface, not caused by the
warranter.
Furthermore the warranter does not warranty any modification(s) made to either
the interior or exterior of the product, even if damage occurs as a result of warranty
claim.
Please refer to the products owner’s manual, or authorized representative of the
warranter, for instructions on filing a warranty claim. The provisions of the limited
warranty shall be interpreted and governed pursuant to the laws of the State of
Illinois.
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HYDRAULICS AND HANDICAP ACCESSIBLE LOWERING POD
Your trailer is equipped with an Handicap Accessible Lowering Pod. The hydraulic
control system installed to raise and lower the pod is located in the utility room.
The pump is operated using the Lift Control Lever located on the front of the
pump. The pump is powered by a battery installed in the utility room. This battery
is fuse protected with a Thermal Circuit Breaker Switch installed on the wall above
the pump. The battery must be fully charged, or the pump will not operate. Once
lowered, the Handicap Accessible pod must be leveled for the door to operate
correctly. This will need to be done with shims under the feet. Do not walk on the
ramp while the pod is raised. The increased angle of the ramp while the box is raised
puts additional stress on the ramp welds.
1: Thermal Circuit Breaker Switch
2: Lift Control Lever
3: Hydraulic Oil Reservoir

1
2
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3

HANDICAP ACCESSIBLE LOWERING ROOM TRANSPORT
On all Handicap Accessible lowering pod trailers, 2 safety straps are provided for
transport.
These straps must be in place whenever the pod is raised and the trailer
is in transport.
To operate while the room is lowered:
1. Close and lock the entry door
2. Raise the ramp and secure using latches
3. Raise Handicap Accessible room to full height
4. Hook straps onto the D-rings welded to Handicap Accessible room and main trailer
5.Use the ratcheting system on safety straps to tighten
6.Cut off power to the hydraulic pump by tripping the thermal fuse located above
the pump
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ELECTRIC LOWERING TRAILER OPERATION
Electric side
jack
Hitch Pin

Handicap
Accessible
Frame Raised

Handicap Accessible
Frame Lowered
-note tire position
on each

Electric side jack
controls

Front jack with
control switch

To lower frame:
1. Raise frame to full height by lowering front and side jacks..
i. The control switch for the front jack is located on jack itself.
ii. Controls for the side jacks are located in the utility room on the orange wand.
2. Once the pressure is off the leaf springs, pull the Red handle hitch pins from
each mount. There will be one pin per wheel.
i. Place pins in secondary hole in the mount to avoid binding of mount and leaf
spring.
3. Lower the frame by raising the jacks.
4. Repeat this process in reverse to raise the trailer.
5. When raising and lowering, level the trailer in stages – middle goes a down bit,
then the front.
Before transporting, double check to make sure hitch pin is in place with the
cotter pin fully secure in place. Also, check to make sure the ramp is up, and
the ramp locking pins are fully engaged.
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HANDICAP ACCESSIBLITY RAMPS

1. Trailer or pod must be in it’s fully lowered and leveled position
2. Mounting hardware attaching ramp to trailer must be verified tight, secure and
free of visible corrosion
3. Ramp must be clean and dry. Do not use the ramp in wet conditions.
4. Railings must be installed and secured in place. Frequently inspect railings for
corrosion or other metal fatigue on the grab rails.
DO NOT USE WITHOUT RAILINGS IN PLACE.
5. Front edges of ramp need to be guarded to prevent a trip hazard.
6. Inspect door latch and catch daily to ensure proper operation. Door closure needs
to be frequently adjusted for proper closing and opening force
7. Locking pins that hold ramp up during travel need to be inspected for corrosion
and to ensure the fasteners holding latch to trailer are secure
8. An on-site attendant should be present to assist patrons using the handicap
accessible room.
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HYDRAULIC LOWERING OPERATIONS
To lower frame:
1. Raise frame to full height by lowering front and rear hydraulic jacks via
included controller (diagram below).
i. The controller is located inside of the hydraulic motor box.
ii. Flip the middle switch to extend, then activate either the front or rear jacks by
engaging the labeled buttons on the controller.
a) Only engage 2 jacks at a time (generally front or rear together) to ensure
stability and equal rising of the jacks.
iii. Once the switch is flipped, and the jacks activated, hold the middle (unit
activation) button to set the jacks in motion.
iv. When raising and lowering, level the trailer in stages – middle goes down bit,
then the front. Deactivate and reactivate the jacks in stages as the trailer raises.
2. Once the pressure is off the leaf springs, pull the Red handle hitch pins from
each mount. There will be one pin per wheel.
i. Place the pins in secondary hole in mount to avoid binding of the mount and
leaf spring.
3. Lower the frame to the ground by raising the jacks.
i. Flip the center switch to retract to lower the jacks.
ii. Lower the trailer in stages to avoid stress and damage to the unit.
4. Repeat this process in reverse to raise the trailer .

Circles indicate the activation buttons
for individual jacks.
The rectangle indicates the center
switch and the unit activation button.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1. EFFECT OF THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE.

The following terms and conditions shall apply
to all quotations, purchase orders, and order acknowledgements related to the sale of seller’s goods. Seller shall
not be deemed to have waived any of the following terms or conditions, even if Seller fails to object to any contrary or inconsistent provision appearing on, attached to, or incorporated by referenced in any purchase order
or other document issued by Buyer. Buyer’s ordering, acceptance or use of any goods of Seller shall constitute its
acceptance of the following terms and conditions without modification.

2. QUOTED TERMS. All quoted terms are subject to correction at any time for clerical error, and may be modified or withdrawn by Seller, with or without notice, at any time prior to written acceptance by Buyer. All quotations shall be deemed withdrawn if not accepted in writing by Buyer within 30 days. Quoted prices are based
upon information provided by Buyer, including Buyer’s estimated annual use, and may be retroactively and
prospectively adjusted in the event of any change in any such information. Quoted prices may also be increased
at any time to reflect increases in Seller’s production and material costs. All agreements and orders are subject to
the written approval of an officer of the Seller.
3. PRICES. Unless otherwise agreed upon in writing by Seller, all prices, payments and references thereto shall

be in U.S. Dollars. All prices are subject to adjustment to reflect material increases in the price of precious metals
included within the goods. Seller reserves the right to invoice goods at prices in effect on the delivery date. Prices
do not include sales taxes, use or excise taxes, import or export duties or taxes, finance fees, value added taxes,
special permits or licenses, or similar charges. Buyer shall either pay such charges or provide Seller with acceptable exemption certificates. Additionally, unless otherwise agreed upon in writing by Seller, prices do not include
any charges for services such as insurance, brokerage fees, or product orientation or training.

4. PAYMENT. Unless otherwise agree in writing by Seller, Seller shall have the right to issue invoices to Buyer

upon readiness of goods for delivery by Seller, and all invoices shall be due and payable upon receipt unless other
conditions have been agreed to in writing without regard to delays of transportation, inspection or acceptance.
Should Seller deem Buyer’s financial position or payment practices to be unsatisfactory, cash payment or other
security may be required. If Buyer fails to meet such requirements, Seller may discontinue the production and
delivery of goods to Buyer and treat such failure at any time thereafter as reasonable grounds for the lawful termination of any pending order. Interest shall accrue on any overdue payment at the rate of 1.5% per month, or at
the maximum lawful rate of interest, whichever is less.

5. TITLE AND RISK OF LOSS. All goods supplied by Seller shall have marketable title, free and clear of any se-

curity interest. Lien or encumbrance of any third party. Title to the goods, and risk of loss, shall pass to the Buyer
upon notice to the Buyer of readiness of the goods for delivery. Freight and shipping obligations shall have no
bearing on transfer of title or risk of loss. Claims for damages or shortages attributable to the Seller must be filed
with Seller within 30 days following receipt of goods or risk of loss, which occurs first, and must be accompanied
by Seller’s packing slip and a detailed description of the claim.

6. MODIFICATION OF ORDERS. Requests by Buyer for any modification or change of any order, including,

but not limited to, any change in specifications, quantities or delivery obligations, shall be subject to Seller’s written acceptance, and may result in adjustments to prices and delivery schedules.

7. CANCELLATION OF ORDERS. Any cancellation of an order shall be in writing. Buyer shall forfeit the entire
deposit amount to cover Seller’s costs related to design, engineering, and materials.

8. WARRANTY. SEE COMFORT CARE WARRANTY SHEET FOR MORE INFORMATION.
9. PATENT INFRINGEMENT. If a claim is asserted based on infringement of a United States patent relating to

any part of the goods (other than a part based on specifications provided by Buyer). Seller, at it’s expense, shall
either replace or modify such part with a non-infringing part or procure for Buyer the right to use such part,
provided that Seller is given a full opportunity to conduct all negotiations in respect of such claims, but in no
event shall Seller have any liability, for losses arising from any use or nonuse of any infringing part. The foregoing provisions fully set forth Seller’s only responsibilities, and Buyer’s exclusive remedies, with respect to any
infringement by any part of the goods supplies to Buyer, and SELLER EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY OTHER
WARRANTY AGAINST INFRINGEMENT, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. Buyer shall defend and hold
Seller harmless from and against any claim of infringement for any part of the goods designed or manufactured
to Buyer’s specifications, including the use thereof in combination with other components, materials or processes.

10. FORCE MAJEURE. In no event shall seller be liable for any non-performance, delay in performance, or

any other variation from Seller’s performance obligations, nor for any loss or damage to any goods supplied to
Buyer, when occasioned directly or indirectly by any cause beyond the reasonable control of Seller or its suppliers, vendors, subcontractors, or other representatives or agents, including, but not limited to, communication
line failures; power failures; natural disasters or acts of God; acts of criminals or a public enemy; war; riot; official
or unofficial acts; contracts, regulations or restrictions of any domestic or foreign governmental agency; acts of
Buyer or its employees, representatives or agents; strikes or labor difficulties; or failures, shortages, or delays in
Seller’s usual sources of labor or materials. Seller shall automatically be entitled to a reasonable extension of all
periods of performance when delayed by any such cause.

11. INSPECTIONS. If Buyer is permitted by Seller to inspect Seller’s facilities or processes, Buyer shall not photograph or make other visual or audio recording thereof.

12. ASSIGNMENT. Unless otherwise agreed upon in writing by Seller, Seller shall have the right to assign or

subcontract the performance of any of its obligations under any order. Any attempted assignment by Buyer of
any of its rights or obligations under any order shall be null and void in the absence of Seller’s prior written consent.

13. INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR. At all times, Seller shall be deemed an independent contractor of Buyer,
and not a partner, joint venture, employee or agent of Buyer.

14. REGULATORY COMPLIANCE. Buyer shall comply with all applicable laws, regulations and rules governing good furnished by Seller, including, but not limited to, safety and health standards, environmental regulations, technical standards, and export controls.

15. DISPUTES. Buyer and Seller shall use their best efforts to resolve in an amicable manner any dispute arising
connection with any order. In the event Buyer believes that Seller is not in full compliance with its obligations
hereunder, Buyer shall notify Seller in writing and Seller shall take reasonable measures to remedy the alleged
non-compliance within 30 days following its receipt of said notice. Any dispute which is not so settled or resolved shall, within a reasonable period, thereafter, be submitted to arbitration in accordance with the rules of
the American Arbitration Association, and judgement upon the arbitrated award may be entered in any court
of competent jurisdiction. Allocation of the costs of arbitration shall be determined by the arbitrator, and each
party shall bear its own attorneys’ fees. Unless otherwise agreed between the parties, arbitration hearings shall be
held in McHenry, Illinois, USA.

16. INTERPRETATION. The terms and conditions shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the

laws of the State of Illinois, including such States’ Uniform Commercial Code, without giving effect to principles
of conflict of laws. Whenever any conflict exists between these terms and conditions and any provision of such
Uniform Commercial Code, these terms and conditions shall govern. The section headings contained herein
have been inserted for convenience only and shall not be considered in interpreting any term or condition hereof. If any term or conditioned contained herein is found to be invalid or unforeseeable, it shall be deemed stricken here from without affecting the remaining terms or conditions hereof. Seller’s failure to require the performance of any term or condition hereof shall not affect Seller’s right thereafter to enforce that or any other term or
condition hereof.

17. NOTICE. All notices and other communications required hereunder shall be in writing and delivered

e-mail, facsimile, telegram, overnight carrier, or certified or registered mail, postage prepaid, return receipt requested. Any such notice shall be deemed to have been given on the date it is received during regular office hours
at the address listed on the applicable order or at such other address as the affected party may have previously
designated for notices.

18. SUBSTITUTION. Seller reserves the right to change or substitute items with equal or better items.

These Terms and Conditions apply for all types of business transactions including but not limited to Sales and
any other use of Comforts of Home Services products. Buyer represents the paying customer for any type of
business transaction and the Seller represents Comforts of Home Services for all Terms and Conditions hereto.
I the undersigned understand and agree fully with these Terms and Conditions: Company Name (if applicable):

I the undersigned understand and agree fully with these Terms and Conditions:
Company Name (if applicable):__________________________________________________
Print Name:__________________________________________________________________
Signature:______________________________________

Date:____________________

